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Barge-in-able Robot Audition Based on
ICA and Missing Feature Theory under Semi-Blind Situation
Ryu Takeda, Kazuhiro Nakadai, Kazunori Komatani, Tetsuya Ogata and Hiroshi G. Okuno
Abstract— This paper describes a robot audition system that
allows the user to barge-in; that is, the user can speak simultaneously when the robot is speaking. Our ”barge-in-able” system
consists of two stages: (1) cancellation of robot speech and (2)
recognition of the separated user speech under the “semi-blind
situation”. The semi-blind situation is where a robot’s speech
signal is known but a user’s speech signal is not. The first
stage is achieved by using an adaptive filter based on timefrequency domain Independent Component Analysis, because
that can separate robot speech more robustly against noise than
conventional echo cancellers. To improve performance in online processing, we utilized known source normalization and
the exponentially weighted stepsize method. The second stage
is achieved by automatic speech recognition (ASR) based on
the missing feature theory which provides robust recognition
by exploiting the reliability of speech features distorted due to
noise and/or separation. The semi-blind situation simplifies the
estimation of such reliabilities. Experiments demonstrated that
our system improved word correctness of ASR by 10.0 %.

I. INTRODUCTION
A robot should recognize a target source from a mixture
of sounds with the minimium amount of prior information
because the robot has to work in unknown and/or dynamical
environments. The mixture of sounds may include a robot’s
own speech because microphones are equipped on its body,
not attached close to the mouth of a user. Therefore, the
robot’s own speech should be suppressed to enhance the
user’s speech. In human-robot or human-computer interaction, they may speak simultaneously when the robot is
speaking. This situation is called “barge-in”. A robot audition
should be “barge-in-able” for smoother speech interaction
so that the user does not necessarily need to wait until the
robot finishes speaking.
Few research studies deal with barge-in-able systems from
the viewpoint of robot audition because a conventional
spoken dialogue system assumes a close-talking microphone.
Miyabe et al. reported sound field control with many loudspeakers, and they applied independent component analysis
(ICA) to semi-blind source separation to reduce the influence of echoes using in the speech of the system [1].
Creating silent zones around the microphones by placing
many loudspeakers, they effectively separated the system
speech by semi-blind source separation. Many loudspeakers
are assumed to be installed in the environment, and their
method is not suitable for robot audition.
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Fig. 1. Outline of our system: First, robot speech is separated by ICA-AF.
Second, we estimate the reliability of features of separated sound. Finally,
the separated sound is recognized by MFT-based ASR.

We solve the barge-in problem using two stages as shown
in Fig. 1: (1) canceling the robot speech including its echoes
and (2) recognizing the separated user’s speech. Especially,
we focused on reverberations of the robot’s speech and
designed these functions for real-time processing.
At the first stage, we use an adaptive filter based on ICA
(ICA-AF) because
1) ICA-AF works well against noise, such as user’s speech,
unlike conventional echo canceling [1], [2], [3], and
2) ICA provides a natural interface to blind source separation (BSS), and beamforming method.
We have proposed time-frequency domain (TFD) ICA for
echo cancellation (thereafter TFD-ICA-AF), and confirmed
that it outperformed the time domain [2] and frequency
domain (FD) ICA-AF [1] in terms of computational cost
and performance for the case of batch processing [4].
This batch TFD-ICA-AF does not work well as itself
when applied to on-line processing. This is because (A) the
learning of the filter is insufficient, and (B) the performance
depends on the stepsize (learning) parameter essentially, in
on-line processing. These problems result in poor speech
recognition performance.
We solved the problems by utilizing
I. known source (input vector) normalization for (B),
II. exponentially weighted stepsize method [5] for (B),
III. automatic speech recognition (ASR) based on missing
feature theory (MFT) for (A).
The (I) and (II) methods can reduce the influence of the
known source and the trasfer function to the stepsize, and improve the performace of cancellation with one fixed stepsize
parameter. The effectiveness of (I) and (II) have already been
confirmed experimentally in the adaptive filter, but neither
in ICA-AF nor in terms of speech recognition as far as
the authors know. In other words, the total performance of
echo cancelling and speech recognition is essential in robot
audition.
In the second stage, (III) MFT-ASR [6] copes with the
remaining un-separated speech and the distorted parts caused
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Fig. 2. Scheme of Time-Frequency Domain Convolution: s(t) represents the original source signal, and S(ω, f ) is the short-time Fourier Transform
analysis of s(t) with a window of size T and shift U . The observed signal X(ω, f ) is the convolution of different frames and the transfer function
H(ω, n). S(w, f − 1), S(w, f − 2), · · · are treated as virtual sound sources.

by insufficient separation. MFT-based ASR improves robustness against distortions caused by noise and/or the separation
with the reliability of speech features. The performance of
MFT-based ASR depends on the quality of reliability estimation. Common reliability-estimation methods are based on
harmonics and pitch estimation, or time-frequency masking
[7], [8]. We propose to use reliability estimation based on
the result of TFD-ICA-AF, which reduces the computational
cost of estimation. Thus, it is usefull for real-time processing.
II. D ESIGN OF ICA- BASED A DAPTIVE F ILTER
A. Modeling of Mixing and Unmixing Process
We modelled all processes about a source signal and an
observed signal in the time-frequency (TF) domain. The
merits are twofold; (1) it provides a natural interface to blind
source separation (BSS), (2) features of speech for ASR can
be extracted directly from separation result.
All signals in the time domain are analyzed by short-time
Fourier transform (STFT) with a window of size T , and shift
U . We assume that the original source spectrum S(ω, f )
at time frame f and frequency ω affects the succeeding
M frames of observed sound. Thus S(ω, f − 1), S(ω, f −
2), · · · , S(ω, f − M ) are treated as virtual sound sources.
Fig. 2 depicts the scheme of the system. The observed
spectrum X(ω, f ) at a microphone is expressed as follows,
X(ω, f )

=

N (ω, f ) +

M
X

H(ω, m)S(ω, f − m), (1)

m=0

where N (ω, f ) is the noise spectrum (user’s speech) and
H(ω, m) is the m th delay’s transfer function in the TF
domain. If M = 0, X(ω, f ) represents the conventional
instantaneous mixing model in the frequency domain. This
TF model can be considered as multirate processing with an
FFT filterbank.
The unmixing process for ICA is represented as:

 


a(ω) −w T (ω)
X(ω, f )
N̂ (ω, f )
=
,
(2)
S(ω, f )
0
I
S(ω, f )
S(ω, f ) = [S(ω, f ), S(ω, f−1), . . . , S(ω, f−M )]T ,(3)
w(ω) = [w0 (ω), w1 (ω), . . . , wM (ω)]T ,
(4)

where S and N̂ (ω, f ) are a source spectrum vector and an
estimated noise spectrum, respectively. w is an unmixing
filter vector. a(ω) is a nonzero complex value. The unmixing
process is described as a linear system with ICA and it is
easy to integrate with FD-BSS.
B. Estimation of the Unmixing Filter Vector
An algorithm based on minimizing the Kullback-Leibler
divergence (KLD) with a natural (relative) gradient is commonly used to estimate the unmixing filter, w(ω), in Eq.(2).
Based on KLD, we applied the following iterative equations
with non-holonomic constraints [9] to our model because of
fast convergence,


w(ω, f+1) = w(ω, f ) + µ1 φN̂ (ω) N̂ (ω, f ) S̄(ω, f ), (5)

d log px (x)
,
(6)
dx
where µ1 is a step-size parameter that controls the speed of
convergence, and ȳ represents the conjugate of y. py (y) is
defined as the probability distribution of y.
Here, because of the non-holonomic constraint, a(ω) is
not updated and remains the initial value. This means that
we can decide the value of a(ω) arbitrarily, and hence we
set it to 1. We also should decide the mean and variance of
N̂ (ω, f ), because the algorithm uses probability distribution
pN̂ (ω) (N̂ (ω)). Since pN̂ (ω) (N̂ (ω)) should be a variancenormalized distribution that satisfies E[1 − φx (xαx )x̄α¯x ] =
1, we have to estimate the normalizing factor of N̂ (ω,f ).
According to the KLD minimization with a natural gradient, the normalizing factor γx of x at frame f+1 is generally
calculated by the online learning algorithm as follows,
φx (x) = −

γx (f+1) = γx (f )
+ µx [1 − φx (x(f )γx (f )) x̄(f )γ¯x (f )] γx (f ).

(7)

Then, the N̂ (f ) is normalized with the estimated normalizing parameter α by Eq. (7),
N̂n (f )

= α(f )N̂ (f ).

(8)

C. Multirate-Repeating Method
We applied the multirate repeating method [10] to our
TFD-ICA-AF to improve the convergence speed and to make
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F. On-Line Algorithms, Summary
The algorithms are summarized as follows and shown in
Fig. 3 (ω is omitted for the sake of readability),

× α
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N̂ (f ) = X(f ) − S m (f )T w(f ),
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(16)
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S n (f ) = [Sn (f ), Sn (f − K), · · · , Sn (f − M K)] , (17)

Y (ω , f )

Observed Spectrum

Overview of ICA-AF part

the filter intervals independent of the shift size of STFT. In
our previous work on TFD-ICA-AF, we found the shift size
of STFT should be determined considering the performance
and convergence of separation [4].
The multirate repeating method is equivalent to setting
the interval of the filter K times longer than that of the
input sample. Therefore, we changed the update equations
as follows:
N̂ (f ) = X(f ) − S Tm (f )w(f ), and
(9)
S m (f ) = [S(f ), S(f − K), · · · , S(f − M K)]T , (10)
where K is the filter-interval parameter.
D. Scaling Normalization of Input Vector
We normalized the power of the source spectrum S(ω, f )
because the convergence speed also depends on it. For
example, normalized-LMS method convergences faster than
LMS for its input vector normalization [3]. This process is
important for frequency-domain filtering because the power
of the speech depends on the frequency. The KarhunenLoeve Transformation (KLT) or ICA is ideal for normalization, but the computational cost is expensive [3].
This normalization is applied once per frame with the
estimated scaling parameter β by Eq. (7):
Sn (f ) = β(f )S(f ), and

(11)

S n (f ) = [Sn (f ), Sn (f − K), · · · , Sn (f − M K)]T , (12)
where Sn (f ) is the normalized input element and S n (f ) is
the vector of Sn (f ).
E. Exponentially Weighted Stepsize
Makino et al. has proposed the exponetially weighted
(EW) stepsize method for NLMS to improve the convergence
speed by using the knowledge that the room impulse response decays exponentially [5]. We will reduce the influence
of the room transfer function to the stepsize parameter with
this method, because the filter coefficients estimated by TFDICA-AF also indicate exponential decay.
The stepsize of the i-th filter coefficient is decided as
follows:
µ1 (i) = µ1 λ−ic , (i = 0, 1, ..., M ),

(14)
(15)

(13)

where c is a decay-rate parameter that depends on the room
reververation time.

(18)
w(f+1) = w(f ) + µ1 φNn (N̂n (f ))S̄n (f ),
¯
α(f+1) = α(f ) + µ2 [1 − φNn (N̂n (f ))N̂n (f )]α(f ), (19)
β(f+1) = β(f ) + µ2 [1 − φSn (Sn (f ))S̄n (f )]β(f ), and (20)
µ1 = diag(µ1 , µ1 λ−c , · · · , µ1 λ−cM ).

(21)

In particular, if the nonlinear function φx is in the form
of φx (x) = r(|x|, θ(x))ejθ(x) , both α(f ) and β(f ) become
real positive values. For example, power-bounded function,
φ(x) = tanh(|x|)ejθ(x) is often used for super-gaussian distribution [11]. Since a speech signal is usually approximated
by it, we use the nonlinear function.
Remark: If x follows a normalized gaussian distribution,
φx (x) is converted to x. By applying φx (x) = x to Eq.
(9), this simplification leads to the algorithm of LMS. LMS
implicitly assumes that the distribution is known.
III. I NTEGRATION OF MFT- BASED ASR AND
ICA- BASED A DAPTIVE F ILTER
A. Missing Feature Theory-based ASR
MFT-based ASR is similar to a hidden Markov model
(HMM) -based recognizer, and the only difference is in their
decoding processes. The output probability in the HMM is
modified by the reliability M (i) of the i-th acoustic features
[12]. Here, we use a binary reliability as M (i); 1 for reliable,
and 0 for unreliable because of its low computational cost
and good performance.
B. Reliability Estimation of the Separated Speech
We should estimate the reliability of the separated signal
N̂ (ω, f ) for MFT-based ASR. Our strategy is eliminating
all suspicious features, because misestimation of unreliable
features degrades recognition performance more severely
than that of reliable features [7]. We just estimate the
reliability of the separated speech that is influenced by a
remained robot’s speech which is caused by the insufficient
learning of the separation.
We have two signals, the separated user’s speech N̂ (ω, f )
and the observed signal X(ω, f ) from microphone. We
assume that the difference between these signals is proportional to the robot’s speech signal S(ω, f ). Hence, the large
difference between features of these two signals indicate that
the features are affected by robot’s speech S(ω, f ) but not
by other factors.
Let us denote Fn (d, f ) and Fx (d, f ) as the features of
N̂ (ω, f ) and X(ω, f ) at frame f , and size d, respectively.
The reliability M (d, f ) is calculated as follows;

1, |Fn (d, f ) − Fx (d, f )| < Tth
,(22)
M (d, f ) =
0, otherwise
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TABLE I
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Impulse Response
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STFT setup
Distance
Input data
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4 .2 m
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2 .2 m

16kHz sampling
240 msec, 670 msec.
hanning:64 msec, overlap: 56 msec
1.5 m
[-1.0 1.0] normalized

TestSet
TrainingSet
Acoustic Model
Language Model
Feature

where Tth is a threshold. If the feature includes the delta
parameters, Tth should be changed accordingly. The computational cost is paid only in extracting feature of X(ω, f ).
IV. EXPERIMENTS
A. Experimental Setups
The impulse responses for speech data were recorded at
16 kHz in a room shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The reverberation
time (RT) in a normal room shown in Fig. 3 is short,
240 msec, and the RT in a hall-like room shown in Fig. 4
is long, 670 msec, where the speech recognition is typically
very difficult because of the influence of reverberation. The
sizes of the rooms were 4.2 × 7.0 m and 7.55 × 9.55 m,
respectively. The speaker was 1.5 m away from a microphone
mounted on the head of HONDA ASIMO. All data (16 bits,
PCM) were normalized to [−1.0 1.0].
We selected 200 phonemically-balanced Japanese words
for user speech, and they were convoluted with the recorded
impluse responses. A male’s speech was used for the robot’s
speech. The signal to noise ratios (SNRs) of user speech to
robot speech were 0 dB and -10 dB.
Multi-band Julian [13] was used as the MFT-based ASR.
The MFCC (12 + ∆12 + ∆ Pow) was obtained after STFT
with the window size 512 and shift size 160 for the speech
features, and the cepstral mean normalization is applied to
MFCC. A triphone-based acoustic model (3-state, 4-mixture)
was trained with 216 words of clean speech uttered by 11
males and 12 females (word-closed). The training data sets
do not include the data for the evaluation (speaker-open).
These are summarized in Tabs. I, and II.
B. Experiment 1: TFD-ICA-AF on-line separation
We first examined the performance of TFD-ICA-AF with
different frame lengths M in terms of word correctness
(WC). In this experiment, we examined the effect of inputvector normalization and the exponentially weighted (EW)
stepsize.
1) Without normalization and EW stepsize

1 male and 1 female (each 200 words)
11 males and 12 females (each 216 words)
Triphone: 3-state 4-mix. HMM
Grammar
MFCC, 25 dimensions (12+∆12+∆Pow)

2) With normalization and without EW stepsize
3) With normalization and EW stepsize
The parameters of this experiment were the step-size
parameters (µ1 , µ2 ), the window size T , shift size U , filter interval K, length of frame M , and the EW stepsize
parameters λ, c. We chose values of 1024 (64 msec) for T ,
128 (8 msec) for U , 3 for K, 0.75 for λ, and 1.0 for c.
Since the FD-BSS has an optimal windows size [14], we
select the appropriate T = 1024 considering the possibility
of the integration with FD-BSS. K = 3 is suboptimal for the
separation in an off-line experiment [4]. Since it is impossible
to set the best learning step-size parameters (µ1 , µ2 ), the they
were set to the same value as µ, and tried as 1.0 × 10k , and
5.0 × 10k (k = −3, −2, −1).
Before separating the mixture of sounds, TFD-ICA-AF
separates about 3 seconds of impulse-response convoluted
data for learning the initial value of the unmixing filter
w(ω) and the initial scaling parameters (α(ω), β(ω)). After
separation, we resynthesized a time-domain waveform from
all the separated data.
C. Experiment 2: Reliability Estimation
This experiment confirmed the relationship between the
threshold and the total improvement in WC with ICA-AF and
MFT-based ASR. For threshold Tth , we tried 50 values, i.e.,
n10k , (n = 1, 2, ..., 9, k = −3, −2, −1, 1, 2), and checked
the relationship between WC and the frame length M with
the best threshold Tth .
We did not use the reliability of the delta features (∆12 of
MFCC) because that does not contribute to WC. We selected
well separated user’s speech from Experiment 1 for this
experiment.
V. RESULTS
A. Experiment 1: TFD-ICA-AF on-line separation
The improvement in word correctness (WC) attained by
the TFD-ICA-AF is summarized in Figs. 6 and 7. The reverberation time (RT) covered by filter in the graph indicates
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the time-domain filter length of TFD-ICA-AF. For example,
with T = 1024 (64 msec), U = 128 (8 msec), K = 3, and
M = 4, the filter RT is 64 + 8 × 3 × 4 = 160 msec. The best
learning parameters µ are also shown in the figures.
The WCs without separation in the RT of 240 msec are
34.8% with 0 dB and 10.0% with -10 dB. And in the RT of
670 msec, the WCs are 36.8% at 0 dB and 6% at -10 dB. The
upper limit indicates WC without barge-in and the WCs are
94.3% at 240 msec and 88.8% at 670 msec.
Adequate filter RT changes according to the RT of the
room. In the RT of 670 msec, filter RT should also be set
long. Therefore, adapting the filter RT to the RT of the
environment dynamically is desirable.
With input vector normalization, WC is improved in the
short RT environment compared to the WC without normalization. Nnormalization makes the stepsize independent
of the input vector power. However, the normalization also
decreases WC in the long RT because of the inadequacy of
µ caused by other factors.
By applying the exponentially weighted (EW) stepsize,
the WCs are improved well in both the short and long RT.
In paticular, in the RT of 240 msec, performances with long
filter RT are not worse than those with short filter RT. This is

because the inadequacy of the stepsize caused by the transfer
function is resolved by the knowledge of the filter coefficient.
We can say EW stepsize is robust against the missselection
of filter RT.
B. Experiment 2: Reliability Estimation
The relationship between WC and the threshold Tth is
shown in Fig. 8. The WC with a larger threshold such as
Tth = 102 is equal to the result obtained without using the
missing feature technique. The separated data are the best
results of experiment 1.
As Tth becomes smaller, the WC improves in the short RT
condition. The WCs with different SNR are improved by 8.0
- 12.0 % with a threshold parameter Tth = 10−2 . However,
in the RT of 670 msec, reliability estimation affects the WC.
This is because our estimation method in this paper does
not consider distortions caused by reverberation. This issue
remains for future study.
The relationship between WC and filter RT in the short
RT environment using the reliability threshold Tth = 10−2
is shown in Fig. 9. WCs are improved with any filter RT.
This result suggests our method works robustly against SNR
and filter RT in the normal reverberation room.
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VI. CONCLUSION
We developed a barge-in-able robot audition system for
smooth speech interaction. We designed the on-line TFDICA-AF and MFT-based ASR for a semi-blind situation.
TFD-ICA-AF separates the known sound source even in
the presence of a user’s speech and reverberation. The
input-vector normalization and exponentially weighted (EW)
stepsize improved the performance in word correctness (WC)
effectively. The reliablity of features is estimated by threshold processing according to the difference in features caused
by TFD-ICA-AF with low computational cost. MFT-based
ASR recognized the separated user speech and improved
WC about 8.0 - 12.0 % after separation. With these two
techniques, the total performance in the case of SNR 0dB
almost reached the ideal performance in WC.
In the future, we will work on adaptation of the frame
length M , stepsize µ, and λ, c in the EW stepsize, to the reverberation of the environment. For the reliability estimation,
we must develop a hybrid method for the distortions caused
by the separation, reverberation, and other noises. Eventually,
we will try to develop a spoken dialogue system appropriate
for the robot.
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